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Exception handling in Ada has a number of well-known
problems.

It allows for the propagation of unhandled

and anonymous exceptions, it

is

error-prone and it

is
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mal

system

events

[7].

Unfortunately,

shows that a very high ratio of bugs

is

experience

related to

the

handling of exceptions. Although this can be partially

events, we believe that the main reasons are as follows:

can be difficult to understand, develop, modify and ana-

attributed

inappropriate for some language features such as tasking

and tagged types.

Ada programs

with

exceptions

rigorously

•

In this paper we introduce the requirements for good

•

lyse, and the exception handling features can be misused in a number of ways.

exception handling features. We classify the problems

with Ada exception handling into two subsets: serious
features,

can

be

and

problems

solved

by

attributable

improving

to

to

a

and

human

inability

carefully

or

analyse

unwillingness

rare

and

to

unlikely

System developers often misuse exception handling

[6]

Exception handling features are often error prone.

existing exception handling features could have

the

programmers'

(Without looking deeply into the real cause of the Ariane-5 disaster, one can argue that a proper use of the

conceptual problems that require an improvement of the
language

misuse of the existing features. Problems in the second
category

helped to avoid it.)

Clearly there are ways out of this situation. The solu-

tion is to provide powerful and flexible exception han-

quirements for a good exception handling mechanism:

1. Good Exception Handling

dling techniques and develop good practices of applying

understanding of the features and ways of using them.

them. From our point of view there are three main re-

Exception handling was introduced as a disciplined and
structured

way

of

handling

abnormal

system

events

without complicating the normal code and without

re-

sorting to the use of "goto". (It could be argued, however, that
structured
searchers

the

exception

and

restricted

regard

handling

form

exception

of

features

"goto".)

handling

as

a

rely

on

Many

means

achieving fault tolerance, and we share this

view.

a

re-

for
In

this context, exception raising follows error detection,

exception handling equates to error recovery, and units
of system

structuring are units

of exception handling

and recovery. By means of exception handling, we can
incorporate

application-specific

fault

tolerance

into

a

program. Some fault tolerance is necessary in virtually
any program since it is impossible to develop fault-free

software and the environment in which it operates may
produce unexpected events. This is very different from
the trivial view of exception handling as a replacement
for a debugger or a dumping tool.
Exception handling is

usually

an important part

any general structuring technique used
sign. It allows system developers to
dling of abnormal situations
introduces a

dynamic

in

system

of

de-

separate the han-

from normal processing,

separation

of

the

execution

normal code and handlers, and provides two

of

ways

of

returning control after a component has executed. Exception handling mechanisms should adhere to the sys-

tem structure and be an integral part of system design.
It is

beneficial for system

development if structuring

units are both exception contexts and units

of system

design.

its adequacy to the language features, its ability to hide
complexity and its safety.

Exception handling mechanisms should correspond to

the features the language provides, and, more generally,
to the concepts used in system development. Two typical examples
Using

dealing with

are

object

procedure-oriented

orientation
or

and

concurrency.

ADT-oriented

exception

handling in systems that are otherwise based on classes
forces developers to

deal with

conflicting mental im-

ages, complicates design and code and results in
errors. Using sequential exception handling in
rent systems causes similar problems [21].

many

concur-

System structuring relies on state and behaviour en-

capsulation for complexity
tends

to

the

handling

of

hiding. This

abnormal

principle ex-

behaviour.

Each

structuring unit should have internal and external exceptions. Internal exceptions are hidden from the outside
and should be handled locally if at all possible. External

exceptions notify the environment when an exception
cannot be handled internally. Exceptions of these two
types are used for very different purposes. Mixing them

is similar to using global variables or letting the environment access unit-local variables. Each design
should include
exceptions.

a

rigorous

description

of

all

unit

external

Exception handling features should be safe and simple

to use to

avoid any ambiguities

development. All possible
detected at compile time

and facilitate system

kinds of misuse

or by

should be

the run-time support.

There are several requirements here [20]:
•

In complex modern systems often more than half of

the application code is devoted to

Each internal exception should have an associated,

internal handler

abnor-

All external exceptions that the unit can signal

•

is

External exceptions should be explicitly signaled in

•

to justify. Moreover, better exception handling mecha-

Internal exceptions cannot be propagated outside the

•

unit

the unit code

should be explicitly declared in the unit interface.

Parts

of

the

research

and

development

community

want to reduce the role of exception handing to dealing
with the predefined exceptions only. This

is

a serious

mistake because exception handling is a general mecha-

nism that has to be applied in designing any software
and its components. Exception handling naturally promotes

recursive system

each individual

system

design and should be used at

level.

When

an

exception

is

raised, an attempt is made to handle it at a given level.
If this

does not

succeed it

is

propagated to

higher level of the system structure.

the

next

Particularly the high integrity and real-time systems

communities have general reservations about exception

handling [11, 23]. The concerns are that exception handling may add run-time overhead and that it complicates
validation and verification

(V&V).

For

example,

the

rationale for SPARK Ada [3] excludes exception han-

dling on the grounds that "it is easier and more satisfactory to

write a program which is

exception-free,

and

prove it to be so, than to prove that the corrective actions performed by exception handlers would be appropriate under all possible circumstances".

We believe that there is enough evidence that

tion

handling is

tems. This is

vital

for designing all

first of all

because it

is

excep-

complex sys-

impossible

to

develop fault-free programs and unwise to assume that
the environment in

which they

operate

always

func-

tions correctly. Second, there are many situations where
exceptions can be avoided only at the cost of obscure
work-arounds

(such

as

the

notorious

return

codes).

Third, exception handling facilitates system design and
structuring and makes it easier for developers to understand

system

behaviour

by

separating

different

con-

cerns. (Arguably, this can facilitate V&V as well.) The
challenge is to develop more suitable and less

expen-

sive exception handling mechanisms and methodologies
for their use, as well as techniques for proving and analysing systems with exceptions. A good example of the
latter research in the Ada context is [8].

has a number of well-known

new

14,

16].

features

Ada 95

such

as

nisms can reduce or prevent misuse. But we believe it
important to

consider the categories separately

cause from our point of view the solutions differ.

be-

2.1. Exception Propagation
A number of anomalies are related to exception propa-

gation [16]. They include uncontrolled propagation of
unhandled exceptions, unnoticed

task

completion

and

propagation of an exception outside the scope in which

it is visible as an anonymous exception. Ada does not
differentiate

between

internal

and

external

exceptions

and even exceptions that are not visible in the containing scope can be propagated. This

propagation is

im-

plicit and can easily get out of the programmer's control. It is impossible to learn the origin of an exception

and its propagation route when you catch it. The ability
to propagate anonymous exceptions is identified as one

of the main reasons for this. Handling anonymous exceptions is always confusing and dangerous [5].

One solution would be to with the package declaring

all exceptions that a subprogram can propagate, which

would eliminate anonymous exceptions. But even so,
the

subprogram

designer

sees

no

difference

between

internal and external exceptions, and can still propagate
internal ones outside where they will

become anony-

mous. There is no guarantee that each subprogram body
will have handlers for all its internal exceptions includ-

ing the external exceptions of any subprograms it calls.
Moreover,

it

is

impossible

to

identify

from

which

statement (e.g. subprogram call) an exception has been
propagated.

Another solution

declare

all

propagate in

external

could be to

exceptions

force programmers to
that

procedures

can

the package specification. Unfortunately,

this approach does not work for subprogram specifications, and gives no

guarantee that

all

external excep-

tions are declared. Moreover, the link between a particular subprogram and exceptions is

lost.

For

example,

with several tagged types declared in the same package,
it

is

impossible

to

distinguish

exceptions of the different types.

between

the

external

2.2. Type System
Ada does not automatically make the base type exceptions visible

2. Ada Exception Handling
Ada 83

exceptions [6,

problems

does not

with

really solve

them but rather introduces additional problems when it
provides

classes

and

protected

types without offering exception handling features that
are sophisticated enough to back them. In this

section

we discuss features that we believe should be improved
in

the new versions of the language.

Section

3

dis-

cusses bad practice in using the existing exception handling mechanism. We realise that classifying each prob-

lem into one of these two categories is not always easy

to

the clients of the derived types [16].

Moreover these exceptions are not part of the abstraction represented by

the base type as there is

no

link

between the interface exceptions of the parent and the
child. Interface exceptions declared in the parent specification are not derived together with the child type.
The problem is exacerbated in

the context of tagged

types (classes). Since exceptions do not belong to

the

class, there is no link between object orientation (i.e.

inheritance, subclassing) and interface exceptions. The

caller cannot know all exceptions that can be signaled
just by

looking

in

the specification of the class,

the

because of an exception one cannot learn the reason as

the package where a tagged

rendezvous with the completed task and gets an excep-

parent class, etc. Actually there is no difference between
parent class exceptions and any foreign exception.
Declaring exceptions in

type is declared is no solution. Several tagged types can

be declared in the same package, and it is impossible to
say which exceptions declared in
propagated by which type.

the package

can

be

Moreover these exceptions

tion of its own. Moreover, when a task is

completed

this exception is not propagated to any scope. We need

new language features that allow exception propagation
between tasks as any task can affect the system execution by terminating with an exception, and this excep-

language's exception handling model. Moreover there is

tagged types and exception identities could com-

tion out of the task body. There are ad hoc solutions,

or instances of classes. As a result one cannot create

tion is not a part of the task interface.

are not visible without with'ing the package.

A serious restriction is that exceptions are not classes

derived types that behave as exceptions. It was hoped
that

Ada offers no standard way of propagating an excep-

but they are error prone and obviously not part of the

not need such a feature if we could guarantee that errors

several

no standard way except the rendezvous to involve sev-

pensate for this [12] but it has not been demonstrated,
and it is doubtful that it is possible to a full extent.
Another problem is

discussed in

[5]:

When

objects of the same class are declared and called in
same block, it is impossible to

the

define which call has

resulted in signaling a particular exception. Similarly,
operations on

different types can propagate

predefined exceptions, which basically
idea of typing. The solution is to

the

same

contradicts

the

introduce predefined

exceptions as classes, in which case each exception will

belong to an instance of a type. This makes it possible
to identify which call returns a predefined exception and
to design different handlers for different calls.

Research results on how to introduce exception han-

dling into

object-oriented

(OO)

languages

have

been

successfully applied in Java and Modula-3. It is unfortunate from our point of view that the introduction of
object orientation into

Ada was

not

accompanied

by

OO exception handling. The combination of existing
exception handling and OO programming is unnecessarily error prone.

In an interesting research effort, Ada was extended to

allow exception handlers to be introduced at the object

(package) level [9]. A number of Ada applications were
analysed to demonstrate that object level exception handling is useful. This

result is

widely cited by

nents of OO exception handling.

propo-

eral tasks in the handling of an exception. We would
are contained in the accept blocks and that
only one of the tasks is

recovering

always enough. But there is

much evidence that cooperative concurrent systems need

cooperative recovery because erroneous information can

be smuggled to a number of tasks and because errors

can be caused by erroneous patterns of cooperative behaviour [10].

No attempt has been made to develop exception han-

dling features suited to such new Ada concurrency features as protected objects and asynchronous transfer of
control (ATC). This is why exceptions cannot serve as
triggering events for ATC,

and an anonymous excep-

tion can be propagated from a protected object through
a

subprogram

grams).

or

entry

call

(as

for

normal

subpro-

3. Bad Practice
In this

section we briefly analyse the main

ways

of

misusing Ada exception handling. There is some solid
research on the topic [4, 6, 16]. Clearly the problems
discussed in sections 2 and 3 are related because sound
language features prevent misuse.
improve the exception

handling

The challenge is

mechanism

in

that make misuse more difficult. We realise that

to

ways

there

is always need for both good practice and good language

2.3. Concurrency
han-

but

still

feel that

in

the

existing

research,

language

mune to all kinds of misuse, and programmers neither

typical problems arising in programming complex con-

problems are confused with bad practice. Unfortunately,

Ada as a concurrent language requires exception

dling features that are sophisticated enough to deal with

it

is

hardly possible

to

develop features that

are

im-

usage. They should contain realistic sample programs,

• An exception propagated outside a rendezvous block

pay enough attention to exception handling nor under-

current systems. Two features are particularly relevant
for concurrent programming:

in the callee is propagated to both the caller's and the

•

callee's contexts

An attempt at a rendezvous with a non-existing task

raises a predefined exception in the caller.
It is not difficult to

see that

this

is

insufficient for

programming complex concurrent systems. That exception handling is not really incorporated in the Ada task-

ing model can cause many problems [16]. A task dies
unnoticed if it

fails to

cause deadlock or at

handle an exception. This

least

delay

original abnormal event until

the

handling

can

of

another task decides

the
to

stand it well. Practical guidelines can improve language
typical examples of misuse and common pitfalls. In the
following,

we discuss some typical forms of

that the exception handling features allow.

misuse

3.1. When Others
The when

others

choice allows a

treatment

of

an

unspecified exception that can only be very general and
imprecise [5]. Although when

o t h e r s can be used as

a firewall, there is no way to learn what the exception
was,

[16].

and

the

clause

Programmers

complicates

are

system

recommended

to

verification

when

use

others

only

when

raised [1]. But in
for

used

catching

anonymous,

they

can

practice,

subprogram),

called

identify

when

unknown

predefined,

raised,

when

the

the

others

exceptions

or

exception

is

propagated

programmer

widely

(whether
from

does

a

not

ing guidelines, it

makes it

easier for programmers to

identify defects. The defect concept is

application spe-

cific. It includes code constructs that cause a program to
behave incorrectly or make it

more difficult to

main-

tain, and constructs that violate a specific set of guide-

signature of an Ada subprogram does not

tions it can handle. System designers should put special

lines. The tool does not analyse the predefined Ada ex-

understand what went wrong. This is clearly a dangerous

practice. The program should know

what

excep-

effort into analysing all possible exceptions and developing the best ways of handling them. The only useful

purpose of when others is similar to that of o t h e r s

in a case statement: to ensure that all cases have been
covered.

Ada 95 has new features that

tional

information about

others

handler. This

is

an

not

can help provide addi-

exception

caught

a general solution
when

by

as

others

an

it

in

ceptions. Such a tool

is

primarily needed because the

exceptions that it can propagate.

Another tool, called ADAPT, is

include the

developed as a part

of a systematic approach to implementing fault tolerant
Ada programs [2, 18].

It focuses on

analysing excep-

tion propagation paths and can find unreachable exception handlers, exceptions that are declared but not used,

and exceptions propagated to the environment from the
main program. Other checks include the following [18]:

• All exceptions are handled

very useful for dealing with many problems of the Ada

• Exception propagation distances are reasonable

or ID complicates the handling and makes the program

• All exceptions propagated beyond a stated boundary

promotes the bad practice of using

the first place. Moreover, using the exception message
less reusable. It is often claimed that w h e n o t h e r s is

propagation model (section 2.1). We believe that this is

are identified to the designer

•
•

•

3.2. Null Handler

•

wrong because of the all reasons above.

A programmer who thinks

of

exception

handling

as

some annoying pedantry imposed by the language may
specify the handling of an exception as null

and thus

ignore it. Many authors seriously doubt the usefulness
of such handlers [4, 16]. It is difficult to find examples
where an exception should be ignored. Most of the time

it is a sign of poor design or poor understanding of the
system execution. It is

obviously

particularly danger-

ous to use a null handler together with when others.

Function fall-through when a handler completes

•

on

Exception name overloading is bounded

There are no loops in the exception invocation chain

The others handlers do not inadvertently handle

critical exceptions

Exceptions are not propagated beyond the visibility

scope.

A very different approach to detecting potential prob-

lems with exception handling is advocated in [14]. The
focus

is

on

studying

typical

patterns

of

exception-

handling misuse and developing a diagnostic tool capable of detecting them. The reported patterns are: propagation of anonymous
cessing

tions,

shared

exceptions,

resources

return codes
and

into

function

without

null

tasks,

exceptions

completion

handlers,

mutual

ac-

exclusion

mistakes in

in

map-

mixed-language

without

returning

a

Yet another approach is proposed in [5]. The idea is

exceptions that can be propagated from it. This is done

without return or raise

Research

value or propagating an exception.

to extend the subprogram's signature with the list of all

Unset out parameters when the handling is success-

•

using

comments

of

a

special

type.

A

pre-processor

compiles the program into standard Ada by

ful

Ada-related

when handling exceptions in
ping

implementations, server task termination due to excep-

3.3. Improper Handling
Several more examples of misusing Ada exception handling can be found in [4, 16]. Improper handling causes
the majority of them:

Propagation of a new exception from the handler

•

ception specifications

when

necessary

and

adding ex-

modifying

the structure of the subprogram handler section. In addi-

thereby masking the original exception

• Inadvertent exception mapping when a handler for an

exception, B, first calls a subprogram that propagates
its own exception, C, and then re-raises not B but C.

4.

Exception

tion, a special external exception (error_in_P, where P

is the name of the subprogram) is automatically intro-

duced into each subprogram signature to be propagated
as a replacement for any anonymous exception.
A

[25],

safety
is

analysis

intended

tool,

for

called

static

Exception

detection

of

all

Analyser

possible

tral Distribution

4.1. Tools

situations where the Ada predefined exceptions can be

Handling

raised. The approach is based on the Architectural Neu-

A tool for static analysis of exception handling is discussed in

[22]. It

detects

all

exceptions

that

can

be

propagated from a segment of code (including handlers).

Format

and will

be used to

provide

evidence for building safety cases. An important advan-

tage is that it targets the full Ada language rather than a
subset.

When used in conjunction with a set of design and cod-

4.2. Analysing the Experience
It is becoming invaluable to share experience of using
Ada exception handling and show

realistic

exception handling examples in

examples.

Ada books

are

adjusted to concurrent, object-oriented or safe programming.

4.4. Specification Languages

programmers to

the features can be used to tackle serious problems in

The specification language Anna [19] introduces formal

Most

simplistic and often misleading. They do not show how
developing large systems
they can assist in
number of
handling

papers

misuse.

but

rather demonstrate

how

debugging. As mentioned earlier, a
discuss

patterns

Unfortunately,

of

few

Ada

exception

sources

discuss

specification into Ada programs to

make it

design software prior to

easier for

implementa-

tion and to maintain and explain software. The specifi-

cation is developed as a set of annotations inserted into
the program code as Ada comments. It is symptomatic

that the authors introduce exception propagation anno-

ronment when an exception is propagated and a condi-

23]. Recent research on design patterns can offer very

tation to be used in specifying subprograms. The idea

how the full power of Ada exception handling can be
systematically used. Brief guidelines are given in

[1,

useful solutions to this problem. Bail introduces exception handling into system design and offers a number of

patterns for applying existing Ada features in the disciplined development of complex system that handle exceptions [4]. Exception handling
issue in all phases of system
focuses on

is

introduced

as

an

development. The paper

the following topics

that

are vital

signing exception handling for a large system:

for de-

Exception semantics that includes the category of an

•

Allocation of responsibility for error detection,

•

for

applicable

a

sections 2

during

particular

is to formally specify both the state of the calling envi-

tion of the input parameters of a call under which an
exception must be propagated.

5.

Possible

Solutions

One approach would be to develop a number of conventions and methodologies helping programmers to avoid
tools

and 3,

object-oriented

as

a

pre-compiler.

developing different

Researchers

practice is

components.

approaches

not

the

Another approach is

to

A

body

of

tolerance

Another idea is

to

de-

develop new exception han-

dling mechanisms for the future Ada standard. We real-

ise the complexity of such a task as Ada is a very rich
language, which allows different paradigms and abstractions:

procedure

and

procedure

library

oriented

pro-

gramming, abstract data types, classes, process-oriented
and

data-oriented

difficult to

concurrent

find a single

guage features, which is
a

programming,

mechanism that
why Ada uses

considerable

amount

etc.

fits

the

of

It

all

is

lan-

simplest

Ada

legacy

S a f e t y . Many researchers emphasise the importance

of introducing the concepts of internal and external exceptions into system

development. This

plicit declaration of all

exceptions that

relies on

ex-

can be propa-

gated from a subprogram. The main rationale for rejecting the association of the name of the possibly propa-

working in fault tolerance have long
best way to put their schemes into
reusable
new

realised that

fault

abstractions using standard exception handling falls into
this category (see section 4.3).

velop design patterns [13] to avoid some of the prob-

as

de-

Unfortunately there

possible - procedure-oriented - exception handling. Besides, there is

application.

such

sound research on

propagation and handling

exception and its granularity

lems. These directions need additional efforts, particu-

tion of exceptions, and system partitioning with re-

larly in the context of Ada 95.

spect to exception propagation

Local design patterns useful for programming in the

adjusted

problems and bad practice [2]. The conventions can be
backed by

Global design patterns with two aspects: factorisa-

•

•

small, and in particular for data based, control based,
value based and language based approaches.

In the future it will be important to develop patterns

addressing problems discussed in
well as patterns

sign. For example, [13] introduces patterns for combining class level and cooperative exception handling, and
a Java class library backing them.

is no such research in an Ada context.

code, so upward compatibility is vital.

4.3. Advanced Fault Tolerance Techniques
Recently a number of fault tolerance schemes have been
developed using standard Ada, all of which rely on a set
of programming conventions and on reusable code that
is

83 was "that this would require extra runtime code for

introduce new language constructs but to develop conventions and provide

these schemes introduce

to

Some

to

of

handling

gated exceptions with each procedure declaration in Ada
filtering the propagation of exception" [15]. It is
to reconsider this position not

only

time

because computer

offset the "extra runtime code". This

schemes include atomic actions and atomic transactions

power is growing but also because safety and predict-

exceptions in ways that better suit the application characteristics

and

the

structuring

technique

used.

Such

[24], open multithreaded transactions [17], coordinated
atomic actions [26] and N-version programming with

ability are important enough for many applications to

decision together

with making the rules more restrictive can help with

both designing better programs and detecting a number

exceptions and to propagate external exceptions explic-

Ada mechanisms, which are ill

of safety violations at compile time. It may be a good

exception handling [20]. Unfortunately the schemes are
error prone and often difficult to
based on the existing

use because they are

idea to make programmers write handlers for all internal

•

introduce a predefined

•

itly. One could have different keywords for raising internal exceptions and signaling external ones [26].
A partial solution could be to

interface

exception

Failure

and

transform

all

anony-

mous exceptions into it. Another possibility would be
to prohibit the when others choice and null handlers.
Type

system.

ways

are several

as

exceptions

The

entities

fundamental

that

can

be

idea

of

neither

viewing

associated

Sharing good practice and supporting it by method-

ologies, patterns, guides, etc.

Developing powerful validation and verification

tools that can deal with programs that handle exceptions.

These three goals are interrelated. For example, sim-

ple and safe exception handling makes V&V easier and
system behaviour more predictable. This

is

why it

is

Good practice supported by methodologies and patterns

oriented. The subprogram signatures can be extended to

useful to develop new exception handling mechanisms

with a particular type nor extended seems flawed. There
to

make

exception

handling

object

include the exceptions that the subprogram can propa-

gate. (This will add safety as well.) That way, exceptypes to

be derived (e.g.

while keeping good practice and verifiability in
of

recommended

use

will

always

play

an

developing code that handles abnormal situations.

tions can be associated with

with tagged types) and become a part of the type decla-

Another possible approach is to introduce exceptions
with

associate excep-

subprogram signatures. Abstract exception

from

the

earlier

additional

Concurrency.

event.

A

The

phases

handlers

general

of

as

the

life
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